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By Dr Tere Linzey

Fastbreak Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Doesn t your child deserve every advantage?
It s a common problem that all parents dread: their heretofore highly achieving child begins to fall
behind in class or start scoring lower on tests. And while tutoring can help, too often remedial work
feels like a temporary patch, not a permanent solution. Enter Dr. Tere Linzey and her BrainMatterZ
program. A former basketball coach turned Educational Psychologist, Tere has successfully paired
sports coaching techniques with the latest advances in neuroplasticity to help students retrain their
brains for maximum academic capability. Having already helped more than 500 visionary students
in the past six years rise up to and beyond their academic goals, it s no wonder that parents
consistently recommend her program and frequently tell her, You changed my child s life! Now,
with MEASURING UP Tere shows parents and educators how they themselves can provide a better
way to help children achieve their best. By showing readers how neuroplasticity and brain
optimization work, and how reshaping a student s cognitive skills can lead to better scores and
results,...
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ReviewsReviews

This is basically the very best publication i actually have go through until now. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- B r ya na  K locko III--  B r ya na  K locko III

An exceptional pdf as well as the typeface utilized was interesting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am very happy to
explain how this is actually the best pdf i actually have go through within my individual daily life and might be he greatest publication for possibly.
-- Fr eddie Zula uf-- Fr eddie Zula uf
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